The Envelope, Puhleeze...1980 'Uppie' Awards for Dubious Achievement
by Randy Allred

Welcome to the Second Annual Uppie Award Ceremonies, in which Coming Up! gives friends and foes alike their just consequences for dubious achievements during the past year. The Uppies are funded in part by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts. I'm pleased to be your Person of Curiosities (P.C.) for the second consecutive but not straight year.

Category I — Media

National Enquirer "Journojets Must Set Standards" Award to Grace Diekhaus and George Cnile III, for their jointly produced CBS Reports pseudo-documentary, "Gay Power, Gay Politics."

"Don't Cry for Me, 18th & Castro" Youth Induction Award to Commissioner Feinstein to lead me, you heel.

Category II — Cultural Events

American Broadcasting Company "Those Were The Days" Award, for booking the Jim Carroll Band and The Contractions — a women's dance bar. New Year's Eve, 8pm til 2am. 678 Green St. SF. Info: 861-9652. Cover: 52 adv/$3 door. 15th & Potrero. Info: 510.1Towel optional.)

Theatre Rhinos (continued on page 2)

Inside: Photographer Kim Corso proves, again, that one picture is worth ten thousand words...
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The Buggery Metropolis

Meticulous V.W. Service Reasonable Prices Gay Activist Mechanics 864-3825

Rev. VIRGIL HALL COUNSELING SERVICES (415) 514-9553

PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

Rev. VIRGIL HALL COUNSELING SERVICES (415) 514-9553

Gay Activist Mechanics

864-3825

Metropolitan Community Church

240 — 6th St. San Francisco

You Don't Have To Be Straight To Be A Good Cop.

The SFPPD is now hiring police of ficers, and your sexual orientation isn't a barrier to employment. Lesbians and gay men seeking information may contact the GAY OUTREACH PROGRAM, a volunteer community group, at 415-775-1000.

Proud to Serve Gays for all your insurance needs:

Jacobsky Insurance 655-0761
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Pacific Center progress has been slow but sure

by John Kyper

It was none other than the National Enquirer which earlier this year "exposed" Berkeley's Pacific Center for Human Growth — an institution standing charity (the scandal sheet warned) which, however, was a gay charity and was, moreover, a recipient of United Way funding! Thus, through the Enquirer and others.

Although Pacific Center is not an organization to keep a high public profile, it's doing as well as can be expected.

Two months ago, the center's traveling troupe, "The Valentine's Day Program," performed for the Oregon Symphony. (See below for more about this event.)

But even more than the issue of money, women office workers who were consulted resented the lack of respect. On the job, women are referred to as "the boss's secretaries" — as if picking up the telephone on their bosses' behalf for them was much more important than for the men. They resented that anyone was allowed to correct even their spelling, punctuation, or style.

If a politically correct social institution, a "rainbow theater'' is doing this sort of thing for so-called "the working class"? It seems next to impossible to keep the public from confusing the two.

Pacific Center began with a grant from the University of California to East Bay Gay, a group proposing some six years ago to start a local gay switchboard. At its first service, 15 people showed up. After a year, the switchboard rented a room in downtown Berkeley for its telephone counselors in Oakland.

Pacific Center is housed in a lovingly wooded house on Telegraph Avenue, where it offers a wide variety of services to lesbians, gay men, and sexual minorities generally — ranging from counseling and rape groups, to maintenance of a speaker's bureau and newsletter. It serves an estimated 5,000 people each year, according to its director.

It started with a single telephone...
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**New Year's Eve: A Guide to What's Up**

(continued from page 1)

**Excito-Estilo Ball** (eight tilt, tails & cosmopolitan options) at Omni Auditorium & Holiday Inn, 600 Fillmore St., SF. 7-12:30 AM. 元宵节舞会, 280 tickets. Info. 647-7999. 

**O'Brady's** (elevator & Mary Jane) at 1550 Polk, SF. 7-12:30 AM. $17 adv/$20 day of door. Info. 982-7544. 

**The Stud** (as we went to press, tentatively planned a New Year's Eve bash for one of its comfortable rooms, or a shopping list. Worn down by the trip, she was lighting a cigarette and a Kentucky Fried Chicken

at Hotel Casa Loma
600 Fillmore at Fell
552-1703

**New Year's Eve!**

A Guide to What's Up

**Getting Out** at the Julian Theatre

Manisha Norman's Getting Out has to be one of the finest theatrical achievements of the fall season. The production is being carried out in a conspicuous manner pound-ed out as "smart" ideas. $2 cover. 10:35 FSP. Info. & conf. 685-6023.

Traditionally change as other bars, a touch smarter, a touch more. "Hello!" New Year's Eve bash at California Hall. 625 Mission Blvd., Hayward. 8pm. no cover. Info. 647-6023.
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**An Evening with Lesbian & Gay Poets**

**Open reading January 9, Friday**

**Metrocom** Community Church worship service 9 PM, 3080 Center St (nr 24th and Mission). SF. 552-5990. (Spons by SF Women's Caucus)

**The Phoenix Group**—Gay meetings of Nortenoey, 1468 Arguello Gate, Presidio Run, every Sunday. 431-1522 or 626-1245.

**Berkeley's Pacific Center for Human Growth**—4 day workshop for College Board members. 4pm. City Hall chambers: ditto.

**Private Paris**—Weekly meeting, 930pm; mtg 7:30. al the Women's Bldg. 441 9th St, SF. Nominations for 1981 Board of Directors: 552-5990.

**Women's News**—Open meeting for weekly updates on community happenings. To order: 824-5091.

**Lesbian Rights Project (public interest org)**—Every Tues. 9:30am, 11:30, and 7pm at the Federal Bldg. 450 Golden Gate Ave. SF. Info: 863-3994.

**Women Outlaws**—On call for公社 artists to paint posters that may be distributed in city hot spots. 548-8568.

**Jane M. Lawrence, 940 Sutter St, San Francisco, California 94109. (415) 441-1522. (Spons by WPLN). For more information, call 548-4343.
COMING UP!
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1980 Awards

[Image: Gay choristers lift a brother's voice in song at August's Castro Street Fair.]

Cops raid the Jaguar Bookstore off Castro Street in the days preceding November's election.

Corsaro, a freelance photographer, has special interest in capturing strong, positive images of women and gay people, and documenting the movement as it plays.

"Friends and more" bring their smiles to Gay Freedom Day.

Above: Kung Fu Amazons demonstrate their prowess at East Bay Gay Day in Berkeley — June, 1980.

Below: Gay choristers lift a brother's voice in song at August's Castro Street Fair.

Dear Jenifer, I am to attend board meetings in a rabbit suit.

A professional service offering personal, confidential intros

Coming up is published by Bill Hirtzman and Noreen Schottenstein as a not-for-profit community service. Listings are free. Making address: 150 Central Avenue SF 94124.

 región from the foregoing awards presentation, which we find in appalling taste.


LOOK FOR "Statements Made After an Arrest Under the Immorality Act" by athol fugard
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a gentle place to be...

LESBIAN INTRODUCTIONS

Standing in the line of the 176 seats at her disposal.

The number of gay bathhouses.

Policy of Perpetual Indulgence, on the other, for defining themselves by those whom they oppose, and who therefore deserve each other.

"The Best New Group Award to Gays Against Sexual Harassment, which made its debut at June's Gay Freedom Day Parade. A newly organized women's caucus is said to be debating whether to call itself Lesbians Against Lunch or Dykes Dashing Dinner.

Freelance journalist Randy Allred can be heard every Sunday night at 11, as host of KSAN's "The Live!"

LESBIA INTRODUCTIONS

Prelude: A professional service of finding personal, confidential information for women.

CHRIS

(415) 661-5968

JENIFER

(415) 352-4704

William Jennings Bryan's "Cross of Gold" Award to SF Supervisor Harris Smith, who by now has delivered his "Love" speech even more often than his predecessor, Harvey Milk, delivered his "Hope" speech.

Sharp Calculations (Devised to the Nines, But Can't Do Retractions) Award to Mayor Charlie Fleischer, who in 1978 promised pro-portional representation of gays and lesbians on SF's boards and commissions. One out of every six citizens is gay, but after a year in office Lady Maureen has appointed a more half-down homosexual's (punishing closed ranks) to the 176 seats at her disposal.

Barry Goldwater "Cut Off the Pacific Seaboard and Let It Fall Out to Datum Land" Award to James Earl (Call Me "Jimmy") Carter, who in the last days preceding November's election, before the west coast polls closed in November's election.

Category IV- Institutions:

Robert Zimmerman "The Times, They Are A-Changin" Award to the U.S. Census Bureau, who gave a new meaning to the numbers game by bringing their operation to gay bathhouses.

Friedrich Nietzsche "Beyond Good and Evil" Award to the Holy Roman Catholic Apostolic Church in general and the Jesuit order in particular, on the one hand, and to the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, on the other, for defining themselves as dykes whom they oppose.


"What This Country Needs Is A Good Five-Cent Laugh" Award to Popular Advocate (Favorecedor de Pastrami) Carl LaFong, alias writer Jayson Wechter, whose platform was "window monstrosity of a headquarters at the Continental Savings & Loan Association, its architects and designers, for a years-in-the-remodeling, ugly, undetailed, inverted-bay-window monstrosity of a headquarters at the corner of Church and Market, where we can't ignore it."

"The Best New Group Award to Gays Against Sexual Harassment, which made its debut at June's Gay Freedom Day Parade. A newly organized women's caucus is said to be debating whether to call itself Lesbians Against Lunch or Dykes Dashing Dinner."

Freelance journalist Randy Allred can be heard every Sunday night at 11, as host of KSAN's "The Live!"
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Robert Zimmerman "The Times, They Are A-Changin" Award to the U.S. Census Bureau, who gave a new meaning to the numbers game by bringing their operation to gay bathhouses. "Friedrich Nietzsche "Beyond Good and Evil" Award to the Holy Roman Catholic Apostolic Church in general and the Jesuit order in particular, on the one hand, and to the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, on the other, for defining themselves as dykes whom they oppose."

"You Said A Mouthful!" Award to the newly returned Caucus of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Members of the American Psychiatric Association. That's COGMAPA for short. "What This Country Needs Is A Good Five-Cent Laugh" Award to Popular Advocate (Favorecedor de Pastrami) Carl LaFong, alias writer Jayson Wechter, whose platform was "window monstrosity of a headquarters at the Continental Savings & Loan Association, its architects and designers, for a years-in-the-remodeling, ugly, undetailed, inverted-bay-window monstrosity of a headquarters at the corner of Church and Market, where we can't ignore it."
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Freelance journalist Randy Allred can be heard every Sunday night at 11, as host of KSAN's "The Live!"
Oakland’s Mormon Temple was the target of a June demonstration by supporters of the Equal Rights Amendment.

Meanwhile: Sister Missionary Position of the gay male Order of Perpetual Indulgence confers with a priest at October’s demonstration at the University of San Francisco.
Editorial

Reaping for Reading

by Susan Elizabeth and Bill Harmon

Ronald Reagan — endorsed by the Moral Majority and the Ku Klux Klan — assumes the presidency this month.

Somehow, "For the cows." Others say, "Run for the bomb shelters." And still others: "I'll say my own prayers." But a growing number of leghans and gay men are saying: "We've got to bend together now." "We'll be the majority of individuals in this country — those who don't fit the mold cast by a few moral or political molds, set the rules for a few powerful men.

Victory stories that legitimate alliances backed by courage can accomplish much. When the temptation was strong to retreat behind closed doors, gay school teachers campaigned openly and successfully against the Briggs Initiative to fire gay school workers. Gay women and men united to fight 1977's "Save Our Children" crusade. Gay women and men, unified students, and teachers campaigned openly and successfully against the result of a great leap in membership of the San Francisco Women's Building — residents guarded the homes of black male community members. The community is invited to take part in the new San Francisco Women's Building — one which will carry my own rifle, thanks."

Concerned Individuals are preparing to act against the controversial hotel and its guests. Anita Bryant is divorcing both her husband and the mainstream rightist movement. "We should do the same. Gay political organizations, gay publications, gay professional and business groups should affiliate themselves with other groups furthering the same goals. We're not to become a separate political group. Those who favor isolationism and "Gay liberation" in the name of community or futile efforts to assist the movement in "majority status" — do us and them a disservice. We are not a sub-group; we are a disjointed alliance to be submerged in other political organizations, marching back into the political closet, if we allow or allow gay and women's rights to slide to the bottom of the political agenda. But we must form alliances.

We also urge abandoning the Politics of Personal Invisibility. In favor of issue-oriented and institutional politics. We learned from the Vietnam war that politics is an arena, not a technique. From the visible leader of a movement not enough. Anita Bryant is divorcing both her husband and the mainstream rightist movement. But her tactics and battle lines are correct. They are, and the Nazis, along with their churchly counterparts, continue where she left off.
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